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Red & Fly – How do we introduce
ourselves
To give the brand initial value, we have provided it with a history that
justifies its position and its presentation in the market. Elements:
- Outdoor lovers
- Freedom, movement, design
- Transformers of the urban under Outdoor concepts
- Recycling and environment

Red & Fly – How do we introduce ourselves
Origin
From the natural environment of the Pyrenees, with the passion that characterizes the
Mediterranean people, always ready to do activities outside, to enjoy the light, the colors, the
smells, the people, a good friend’s trio, in love with the outdoor world, are convinced that they
can contribute with elements to practice sports outdoors, or simply provide useful products to
enjoy nature without a competitive spirit, as well as their collections they can also be used in
urban environments.
Their motivations are freedom, movement, design, non-restrictions apart from everything that
does not respect the environment, hence they also want to transform the urban conception into
a new one more natural, bringing the outdoor world into the urban world. Cycling, scootering, or
walking are much healthier physical activities which bring us closer to a much more natural
conception of our surrounding, and above all less polluting. This last subject is one of the great
motivations, to take advantage of everything that is devastating our environment, to recycle it
and make it useful again.
For this reason, our brand refers to red and flies. Red to stop, to be conscious, red to take another
path that is not usual. Flies, although they look annoying, are extraordinarily useful and great
natural recyclers. This is the reason our logo is an angry fly determined to eat everything that
harms the environment.
Welcome to teh world of Red & fly,
Every effort gives a result.

Red & Fly – How do we introduce ourselves
Why? How? What?
• Why?

• Because they are convinced can provide elements for the practice of outdoor sports, or
simply provide useful products to enjoy nature, as well as enjoy them in urban environments
because there is another concept, outdoor and urban, ecofriendly and for all budgets.

• How?

• Investigating materials, monitoring all production processes, which have the minor impact on
the environment, thinking about people and their activities

• What?

minimizing the impact to the environment, investigating, studying the designs and materials.

• Outdoor textile goods

Tubulars, headbands, beanies, gloves…..

Red & Fly – how do we introduce ourselves
Misson, Values, Tag line
• Mission

• To contribute to the development and research of products for outdoor sports, always
attending to the most 'green’ possible solutions, ensuring comfort, feeling of freedom and
design.

• Values
•
•
•
•

Nature
Environment
Recycling
Freedom

• Tag Line

• Every effort gives a result

Fall/Winter 2021
Collection

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Technologies

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Technologies

The manufacture of this new fiber is made with 100% recycled PET that comes from
post-consumer bottles. For this reason, more than 70% is saved in the manufacture
of the fiber and CO2 emissions are reduced by 50%, extending the useful life of the
polyester and reducing potential waste. These materials are certified by the Global
Recycled standard, which in addition to ensuring traceability, also verifies good
social, environmental and chemical practices. These tissues have permanent
bacterial capacity.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Technologies

Fabric made with COOLMAX® all season technology,
transports moisture from the body to keep the user
cool and dry on the warmest days, while the fiber
structures provide warmth on the coldest days,
helping to optimize the performance. The
microchannels of the fibers allow air circulation
when the body temperature increases, aiding in
thermal regulation, maintaining high benefits of
perspiration, permanent antibacterial activity and
UV protection provided by the six-channel fiber.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Technologies

Polyester fiber manufactured by Unifi,
Specialist company in the recovery
and recycling of materials. They
transform recycled bottles into an
incredible fiber, used by the world's
leading brands to make sportswear
and fashion.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Technologies

MERINO WOOL is common in high performance sportswear.
Typically designed for running, walking, skiing, mountain climbing,
biking, and other types of outdoor aerobic exercise. Properties:

Waterproof and Breathable membrane
made in PU, water column 10.000 mm and
breathability 10.000 g/m2/24h, assures
you to keep dry and comfortable

- Merino Wool is excellent for regulating body temperature, especially when used

against the skin. The wool provides some warmth, without overheating the wearer.
It draws moisture (sweat) from the skin. The fabric is slightly moisture repellent
(keratin fibers are hydrophobic at one end and hydrophilic at the other), allowing
the user to avoid the sensation of moisture.
- Like cotton, wool absorbs water (up to 1/3 of its weight), but unlike cotton, wool
retains heat when wet, helping to avoid hypothermia
- Like most wool, merino contains lanolin, which has antibacterial properties.
- Merino wool is one of the softest types of wool available, due to finer fibers and
smaller scales.
- Mulesing free: certification of not mistreating the sheep when fight against
parasitic.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
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Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Multifunctional Series

In this chapter we have the most ‘trendy’ part of the collection, but always under functional parameters. We
will find:
Beanies - Made with COOLMAX
ECOMADE all Season fabric, brushed,
thermoregulatory, permanent
antibacterial, with a double loop at the
bottom of the hat to achieve maximum
comfort and greater thermal capacity in
the ear area. Sublimation prints.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Multifunctional Series

Neckwarmers – Made with ECOMADE all
season brushed fabric, thermoregulatory,
permanent antibacterial, double layer, warm
and pleasant to be used on cool or cold days.
Sublimation print on both sides.

Headbands – Made both with
ECOMADE fabric, Category WARM with
all season double layer coat for cold
and FINEST category very light and
breathable for spring summer.
Sublimation prints.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Multifunctional Series

Tubulars - multifunctional made with
REPREVE yarn for the whole year, and
with REPREVE and ECOMADE fleece for
winter. Seamless multifunctional tubular,
for all types of sports activities, provides
maximum comfort against wind, snow,
sun, etc., it is resistant and does not lose
its shape. Its multifunctionality allows it
to be carried and used in different ways
such as a neckwarmer, scarf, balaclava,
sports tape, hat, pirate hat, Saharan hat,
wristband, mouth cover and many others.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Multifunctional Series
Printed gloves, waterproof
and breathable equipped
with Adrymtec membrane,
10,000x10,000, amara
palm with silicone
applications and
reinforcement between
index finger and thumb,
have an application in
index finger and thumb for
electronic devices

Printed gloves, thin
for cool days, with
polyamide palm with
silicone applications
for a better grip, they
have an application
on the index finger
and thumb for
electronic devices

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Multifunctional Series

The patterns are combinable, being able to make ‘total looks’
The prints have been created following various existing trends in terms of design and at the same time
attending to both, gender and age group, in order to give multiple options and trend followers.
Thus, in the collection we will find:
- Ethnic type designs
- Cyber-type designs (electronic or 2.0, inspired by places like the cyberdog in London's Camden
market)
- Geometric-type designs evoking different decades.
- Designs for newcomers to the 'teens' group.
- Clearly very feminine designs.
- Plain and melanges for less daring people.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Multifunctional Series

‘total look’
example

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Multifunctional Series

‘total look’
example
Headband made with

Beanie made with

Tubular made with

Tubular made with
plus

Neckwarmer made in
Glove with membrane
10.000x10.000

Guante fino de una
capa con aplicaciones
de silicona

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Kids Collection

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Kids collection

In this chapter we have a short replica of the previous chapter for the little ones. The age group is between 1
and 6 years old. The materials used will be exactly the same, so we will have:
Beanies - Made with COOLMAX ECOMADE
all Season fabric, brushed,
thermoregulatory, permanent
antibacterial, with a double loop at the
bottom of the hat to achieve maximum
comfort and greater thermal capacity in
the ear area.
Headbands - Made with ECOMADE
fabric, Category WARM with all season
double layer coat for cold and FINEST
category very light and breathable for
spring summer. Printed by sublimation.

Tubulars - multifunctional made with
REPREVE yarn for the whole year, and
with REPREVE and ECOMADE fleece
for winter. Seamless multifunctional
tubular, for all types of activities,
provides maximum comfort against
wind, snow, sun, etc., it is resistant
and does not lose its shape. Its
multifunctionality allows it to be
carried and used in different ways
such as neck warmer, balaclava, sports
tape, hat, pirate hat, Saharan hat,
wristband, mouth cover and many
others.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Merino Series

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Merino Series

Merino wool is becoming a classic in its use for sportswear. With Merino wool we will have a whole line of
products
Beanies – Very light, but
warm hats, with a double
wrap in the lower area.
The composition is 80%
merino 20% polyamide
for a good recovery of the
fabric

Balaclavas – Balaclava
very light, but warm. The
composition is 80%
merino 20% polyamide
for a good recovery of the
fabric

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Merino Series

Headbands – double
layer. The composition is
80% merino 20%
polyamide for a good
recovery of the fabric

Tubulars – Plain and
printed. Multifunctional
like those made in
REPREVE. The
composition is 80%
merino 20% polyamide
for a good recovery of
the fabric

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Merino Series

With merino wool, 3 types of gloves are developed
Finest merino wool –
Made of 100% merino
wool of 240gr. Very fine
and comfortable, Ideal
also as an under-glove if
necessary. Adapted on
the index finger and
thumb for electronic
devices

Knitted merino wool –
More economical,
thicker, but very
functional. Adapted to
the thumb and index
finger for electronic
devices.
Fingerless Merino Same as the one before
but fingerless.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
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Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Essential Outdoor

This chapter shows a set of accessories, hats, caps, gloves, neckwarmer, highly functional, under
a more classic style, the black color will be absolutely dominant.
We will have two caps, with ear flaps
and adjustable in size, very warm, one
with membrane and the other waterrepellent.

3 kind of Beanies Collection – One ideal for trail
runners with reflective prints and ear caps. Another
one with brushed material in 5 colors and to finish
one in three color versions made of recycled yarn.

We will have a hat and a bucket both
with waterproof and breathable
membrane.

Likewise, this classic collection will have a long
Necwarmer, which can be converted into a hat
by an adjuster.

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Essential Outdoor

The collection of gloves will offer us a good range of options, a total of 11 different models, from
a sofshell glove on the upper part, with an Adrymtec 10,000x10,000 membrane and leather
palm to a simple polyester glove.
The gloves respond to different uses, trekking, Trail-running, running and for different weather
conditions, their versatility will allow them to be very useful both in the Outdoor world and in
the urban world
In summary we will have 2 models with a membrane, reinforced and with an abrasion resistant
palm, 2 models with a membrane, one of them quite warm, 1 with a removable mitten for
runners with reflective elements, 2 for runners, one of them with reflective elements, 2 made
with fleece lining, 1 with stretch fabric and at the end a thin or liner glove made in polyester.

Packaging

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Packaging

The packaging is all in recyclable Kraft cardboard, the inks used are absolutely respectful with
the environment, and the Kraft used has a certificate of good practices with the use of wood
from forests cultivated for this purpose.
The color red will always refer to merino wool
The blue color will always refer to the Coolmax Ecomade All Season
The green color will always refer to REPREVE and Ecomade's finest Headbands
Packaging has been calculated so that it always has an occupation of 15cm wide by 30cm long
And we will be able to supply stand floor displays to the shops for 100 units of products with an
occupation of 45x45cm, so visible and not to voluminous, also made in a ecofriendly way

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Packaging

Example of packagings:

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Packaging

Display:
Base 40x40cm
Max High 182cm
High until top arrows 158cm

Competition

Fall / Winter 2021 Collection
Competitors

Buff is the market leader with a very big assortment. They will be present in the market with some of the goods
we show in the collection, they do not have gloves and neckwarmers as Red&Fly. Then you will find others as
WDX, MATT or HAD, but are fare away from Buff. Which is difference we bring in the market:
- Our target is to get good margin for the shop having a very good RRP, as per our philosophy, having
high quality eco-friendly products, and possible to be achieved for every pocket. Like this, in the
majority of our catalogue mark up will be 2.6
- High level goods, the best yarns, good manufacturing, good presentation, avoiding plastic as much as
possible
As we explain assortment of Red & Fly outdoor and printed gloves make a big difference regarding Buff, but
also regarding many other glove brands.
Rest of competitors as WDX, Had do not deal with quality Red & Fly is working with, and are more
expensive than Red & Fly.

Fall /Winter

Season

Colección Fall / Winter 2021
Season

• Pre-order period:
• Season closing on April the 30th , especially for gloves and the entire Essential
Outdoor line.
• For the rest you can take pre-orders requests until the end of May.

• Re-assortment:
• Reassortment will work for items in the Multifunctional series, Kids Collection, and
Merino Series, and those from Outdoor Essentials which we decided to keep stock.

Short term projects
for the brand

Short term projects for the brand
• Red & Fly is already working and thinking about new product lines
and the development of existing ones for the next seasons:
• Spring / Summer 2022 Collection.
• Fall / Winter 2022 Collection.
• Red & Fly 2.0

Short term projects for the brand
• SS2022 lines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New more summery tubular designs.
Development of new Finest Headband designs.
Development of a new Headband model with visor.
Development of a new single layer headband.
Development of caps for summer with a minimum UPF +40.
Textile collection for Trail-runners:
• Men: shorts, t-shirts, raincoat
• Women: Short tights, leggings, tops, t-shirts, raincoat

• Swimwear collection, outdoor look: men's shorts, women's swimwear, printed
towels
• Bags Collection: Bagpacks, light bagpack, Fanny packs.
• Collection of socks.

Short term projects for the brand
• FW2022 lines:
• Wider development of existing collections, both those that come from the
FW2021 season and those of developed all year around coming from SS2022
season.
• Development of a 'chunky' knitted hats collection with and without pompom.
• Development of an underwear collection
• Development of a down jackets collection.
• Incorporation of a softshells collection

Short term projects for the brand
• R&F 2.0:
• Development of content and images for R&F 2.0
• Development of the brand's new website.
• Creation of a private B2B area
• The website will be for online sales for B2C

• R&F Instagram development
• Monitoring and analysis of other possible platforms.

Customizatión

Customización
• Customizatión under Red & Fly.

